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PARTIES IMPRESS IN MORNING 

ON THE BACK 

PAGE! 

In todays exclusive press confer-

ence there were stutters, giggles 

but a whole lot of well thought 

out answers from all of the can-

didates . Vicky Noakes and chil-

dren from both KS1 and KS2 

came to the conference and had 

a chance to ask the candidates 

their own questions. 

Continued on page 3  

PRESS CONFERENCE 

POLL BY OASIS ,MEG ,MEGAN , 

ALEX P , MAGGIE, MACY 

And remember opinion polls 

aren't always right. 
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EXCLUSIVE!  JUST IN: 



Roz’s Reaction: Q&A 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We asked Roz about what she thinks of the 

elections and democracy week. Here’s what 

we found out. 

After asking if she has any specific person, 

party or candidate she personally supports, 

she said ‘I don’t know their pledges yet so 

I’m not sure. However, I like the colour pur-

ple and I think Suki from Rapping Reds has 

a chance because she has already done this 

and knows what’s coming.’ 

When asked if democracy week was neces-

sary for primary school and she replied that 

it is important for children to understand 

this and thinks it is easier to learn if you 

are actually part of it instead of reading 

about it. 

Many people have said that Asmaa (our 

current prime minister) has not changed 

very much. Roz said that she does not agree 

with this and believes that Asmaa has giv-

en the students a voice even if she hasn’t 

changed much. She did not have the oppor-

tunity to make a big change. 

We also asked Roz what she though on the 

recent election. She said that she was 

pleased with the outcome on Labour’s votes. 

She voted for Labour and does not want the 

Conservatives in Number 10. 

By Fatima and Nancy 

Debi’s point of 

view… 
Debi has a very important role in 

this election. She thinks that the 

manifestos are better than the 

previous year’s, [toilets seem to 

be an important thing].  

 

Excited, enthusiastic and ecstat-

ic, she says that Rapping Reds 

and Greener is Greater are her fa-

vourite and that it is nice to see a 

range of cultural different candi-

dates hoping to be PM. Also, she 

said a big ‘Well done’ to the Yr 6 

helpers.  

 

It is nice to see Suki didn’t give 

up from last year               -Debi 

 

I would like the children to think 

BIG !                                    -Debi     
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Our apologies to the 

GREENER IS 

GREATER party 

for miswriting their 

name yesterday  



  TOUGH 

QUESTIONS 
An exclusive press conference was held on the 14

th
 of June 2017 and everybody was 

there! The candidates were asked particularly difficult questions and  there were some 

giggles and stutters ( uh oh! ) . The conference started of with a base question from 

Joe ( our helpful governor ), which was answered nicely. The question was: If you 

were the next  PM how would you benefit the school?  Solomon Rigg leader of the 

Greener is Greater party ( Deputy – Joseph Meadowcroft) responded with making the 

school a greener place ( obviously Greener is Greater ) and helping the environment. 

 

Arjanit Isufi, leader of the Orange Energy party ( Deputy – Ronita and Aoife ) said rais-

ing money with fundraisers and injuries happening less . Rapping Reds leader, Suki 

Fitzwilliam ( Deputy – Louis Reynolds ) mentioned keeping the school healthy ( as well 

as the environment ), getting through the schools budget cuts and  making it a happier 

place. Ashleigh Hunt leader of the Purple Power Party ( Deputy – Gus Leung Skinner ) 

answered keeping it clean and getting through the school budget cuts . Ahlaam Sayid 

of the Sky High Blues ( Deputy – Honor Whitehead - Brookes ) stated raising money 

for the school. All the candidates mentioned helping to get through the school budget 

cuts .  

 

Then the press team ( Rose, Karmelle, Megan, Macy, Nancy, Ivy, Aamina , Meg, Mag-

gie , Fatima, Fahima, Oasis, Alex Parry and Sumon ) asked the candidates a few 

questions but then it was the audiences turn to ask questions; that’s when the stutters 

came out .Well done audience! However, they managed to recover it well. When 

asked, Alex Cruse, Y6 teacher, stated that her favourite was Arjanit from Orange Ener-

gy because he was strong and spoke very well as well as having good ideas. Her sec-

ond favourite was Ahlaam from Sky High Blues because she also explained her ideas 

effectively. Apparently, Alex C. was slightly concerned about the other candidates not 

being clear enough. That’s it  - more news coming soon. 

                        By Karmelle  
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OVERHEARD! 
The party leaders … 

GETTING ALONG! 

At nine forty today the five 

party leaders were spotted 

laughing and discussing 

matters … Is there no rivalry ?

maybe. 

 

Sources tell us that they were 

in fact being helped  by re-

sourceful governor JOE! He 

was telling them the questions  

that they were going to be 

asked at the press conference. 

Do you think that is cheating ?  

BY ROSE, AAMINA, MEG AND 

KARMELLE 

Poster WAR! 
As you may have seen, many posters have 
been put up around the school persuading 
you to vote for certain parties. It seems, 
however, that some people  have a prob-
lem with it. Red posters have been found 
ripped on the floor! Green posters have 
been mysteriously replacing orange post-
ers. And, now orange seem to be out  for 
revenge, doing the same! Will the war ever 
end?… BY NANCY, AAMINA, KARMELLE 

 

 

 

 

       QUOTES, 
QUOTES, 

        QUOTES! 

  “I feel excited but nervous.” 

 -Ashleigh after becoming leader 

           of Peaceful Power. 

 

  “I was seven votes away from 

      winning last time, I think I 

         can make a comeback.”  

  -Suki after the press conference. 

 

“We are going to make more       
people help with budget cuts be-
cause most people just go home 
and watch TV, Brah!”   

-Louis during the Press Conference. 

 

“Arjanit has a chance of winning. 
He was the most organised, and 

doing the best for the playground.” 

Alex Cruse (Teacher) after ques -  
tioning. 

 

By Ivy 


